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Conference
• Overwhelming rush of presentations,
conversations, meet-ups
• Important forum
• Prime opportunities for researchers to

Information avalanches

– Exchange views
– Communicate with each other

• Solidify current professional relationships
• Avenue to establish contact with people who will use your
evidence
• Great way to build your social and professional network
• Opportunity to improve your communication skills
• Important part of entering academic society
• Postgrad students encouraged to present work at ONE major
conference (PhD)

Identifying conferences with value
• Attend national society annual conference
get to know national leaders
easier networking

• Make sure conference you are eyeing is best place for you to
present
• National Societies usually belong to international society/union
PhD students to attend ‘Mother’ society’s conference

• Local international congress: ideal opportunity any postgrad
• Specialized conferences: young researchers (value for money)
• Multidisciplinary conferences: more established researcher
discipline specific sessions or single day
More intimate = more visible
Too big = not detected

‘Unrejectable’ abstract
• Competition to get conference abstract accepted is rarely as
fierce as competition for getting an article accepted
• Should be enticing [descriptive + inviting]
• Selling your ideas to organizers and delegates
• Compared to journal abstract it is a stand alone
• Follow abstract formatting guidelines/use template
• Submit on time, before deadline
• If have co-authors get their permission before submit

‘Unrejectable’ abstract
• Pick a good title: short attention-catching
• Don’t go over word limit – not too short
• Do not write in future tense/say will be discussed
Off-putting
Doesn’t make it clear that presenter knows what they are talking about
May not get work done
No conclusion [Paramount!]

• Include only completed work
• Poor abstract unlikely to be accepted
Rejected
Sent back to edit

• If need to select sub-discipline see that it is correct/appropriate
• Do not include diagrams nor references

‘Unrejectable’ abstract
• Think through
What kind of presentations is conference most likely to attract?
How can you make yours different?
What are the fashionable areas in your field currently?
Are you working in one of these areas?
If so how can you make different from others doing the same?

• Draft abstract early
• Supervisor will offer constructive criticism
• Write well

Visible to all and may
be published

Edit for grammar, punctuation, typos
Do not use abbreviations
Plain English
Words accessible both non-specialists and specialists (cross-disciplinary)

Presentation or poster?

• Depend on
 how far you are with your research project
not have that much information – poster
study completed - oral
 interest in topic (organizers decide)

Oral presentation
• Attendance based on the title of your abstract
• Well done oral presentation should:
 Communicate importance of your research
 Clearly state your finding and analysis of those findings
 Prompt others in the academic community to
ask questions
give you valuable feedback that could further, and strengthen your research

Make impression
Invited again

Poster
•
•
•
•

Summarize research concisely and attractively
Stand at poster display in time slot
Participants view and interact
During poster presentation slot
 Stress key points
 Highlight essence of work
= Showcase work
• Handouts successful idea
 Only if published/submitted
• If you are upset and decide not to go – let organizers know
and withdraw

What makes a good poster?
• Title is short and draws attention
• Important info readable from 10 feet away

•
•
•
•

People don’t like to
stand on top of you
- rather walk past

Text clear and to point
Use bullets/numbering/headlines to make easy reading
Consistent and clean layout
Good graphics (use Graphics department)

How do people read a poster?
•
•
•
•

Read the title
Read the conclusions (if readable and interesting continue)
Glance at the graphs (easily and quickly understood?)
Read the symbols (is experimental manipulation effective?)
If all this works, then proceed to

• Actually read the poster

Caution
• Be wary of research thieves
• Spend time going through posters
• Reproduce work faster
• To be safe see to it that work is submitted for publication or

recently published

Funding
• Limited

doesn’t grow on

•

vs

•

vs

Funding
• Supervisor grants MRC/NRF /CANSA
R20,000 international conference
R5,000 national conference

• Free-standing Master’s and Doctoral
Postdoc Scholarships/Fellowships within NRF Free-standing
DST/NRF Innovation
Scarce Skills categories

Travel grant
amount varies

• NRF-TWAS (The World Academy of Science) R75,000
• UP conference funding: supervisor applies, only PhD (R50,000)
• NRF Knowledge, Interchange and Collaboration (KIC)
Twice year Jan – June and June - Dec

Funding
• Collaboration eg. SA-Romania: travel and accommodation
• Link visit to conference
• National society is usually linked to international society –
if member of society may apply for travel awards
• International conferences call for volunteers – registration
fees wavered
• Apply for Young Scientist scholarships – covers all costs

You are going to spend money and sacrifice a

valuable chunk of time

It must thus be worthwhile
BE PREPARED

Once there, no time to stop and pause

Preparing for conference
• Review the agenda – select sessions that are appropriate
set up a schedule
Focus your time
• Get there early to orient yourself with venue location and
conference spaces
• Register early: not stuck while everyone is off to the races
• Stay for the entire conference
• Stay in the conference’s designated hotel
• Attend functions but remember you are not “off duty”
• Take plenty of business cards
• Become active participant, ask questions
• Students:
 attend young scientists sessions
 ask organizers for student accommodation
 spend time at poster sessions

The plan is nothing but
planning is everything!

Preparing for conference
• Select clothing carefully taking into account functions
• Dress smart
 Look important are assumed to be important
 Opportunities seem to seek out people who dress well
 If dress well you send signals of respect

• Research people
 Online profile search
 Reach out to speakers BEFORE the event (email person,
introduce yourself; use other media)

• Remind yourself not to spend time with co workers you see
every day
• Schedule in attending AGM – sure to be noticed
• Load mobile app

After conference
• Rarely re-read notations so spend time to review notes and
identify items to put into task management tool
• Follow up on business cards
write your intended action on the card
• Follow up with prospects
• Teach: give feedback what learnt

So after all this …..
You may feel

when the reality of the

but remains a

has hit you

experience!

Points to ponder over
• Visa applications: international students
• PG: list in outputs of dissertation/thesis
• Established scientists: invited speaker – impact NRF rating

• Case study (SACRA): potential employers
• Curriculum transformation: additional assessment method?
(partial fulfilment)

